
  The economic world is upside down in 2022. Concerns about 
inflation and energy prices are high and the business world is keeping 
a close eye on the financial situation in the Netherlands. A good time 
to scrutinise the economic system and give space to new technologies. 
Because interest in blockchain technology, crypto, NFTs, tokens and 
smart contracting is growing. How do businesses in the Netherlands 
view these innovations? Are organisations open to them or will the 
door to these innovations remain closed for a while?
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Crypto’s, NFT’s, smart contracting

Benefit: Cryptocurrency is easy to program. You can easily add things like 
bookkeeping rules and security measures for payments.

Benefit: A new interaction with customers through NFTs. Build a relationship 
with consumers by using NFTs in loyalty programs.

Benefit: Using smart contracting can optimise processes. Use smart contracting 
when recording contractual agreements digitally.

One in five organisations (19%) find that working 
with innovations such as cryptocurrency and smart 

contracting fits their corporate identity

Cryptocurrencies have been used privately for a number of years, but 
are also gaining ground within the business world.

NFTs are less well-known compared to cryptocurrencies. They are 
digital objects that you can use to show that you are the owner of a 
particular item, such as art.

The technology of smart contracting is still fairly unknown in the business 
world. A smart contract is a programmed contract whose agreements are 
recorded in computer code on the blockchain.

Web3 innovations offer tremendous opportunities for the business 
world. But if we want to take advantage of those opportunities, it is 
essential that finance professionals become more in-depth. So start 
looking for what challenges in your organisation can be solved by 
these new technologies, set a clear goal and try it out. Ultimately, 
this will help you learn how to best use Web3 innovations within the 
business world.

A quarter (24%) are positive about the use of 
cryptocurrencies within business services

One in five (21%) are more reluctant than before to work with 
cryptocurrencies now that the crypto market has collapsed

A third (31%) plan to implement 
cryptocurrency within five years

Half (51%) of finance professionals lack knowledge to 
start using cryptocurrencies within their organisation

Three in five (59%) have never 
heard of the business use of NFTs

Four in five (81%) do not see the use 
of using NFTs within their organisation

A quarter of finance professionals (26%) know what 
smart contracting entails and how it works

One in three (30%) expect that the business use of 
smart contracting can bring benefits to the organisation

One in five (18%) of companies discuss the business use 
of smart contracting with employees

The future

On behalf of Visma | Onguard, six hundred finance professionals were surveyed on how they view current 
trends and developments: cryptos, NFTs, smart contracting and tokenization.

The main advantages of cryptocurrencies for businesses are 

transactional freedom, security, and ease of transactions.

Vera Schut, Founder of IntotheNXT

Connecting data. Connecting you.

About Visma | Onguard

The continued evolution of automation, digital transformation and customer experience 
are keys to a business’ success. Visma | Onguard has been supporting its customers 
for over 25 years with advanced solutions within the order-to-cash chain. Our solutions 
are focused on connecting data to a single centralised platform and linking internal and 
external systems and services. To do this, we use intelligent and intuitive automation 
to deliver valuable insights. This creates an optimal connection between all processes 
in the order-to-cash chain. At the same time, this ensures improved and personalised 
communication resulting in stronger and long-term customer relationships and tangible 
results in order-to-cash and credit management. 
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